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Abstract5

The Malthusian Trap[1, 2, 3] is a mechanism that describes how population growth sup-6

presses the average income in the pre-industrial human history. Studies of the pre-industrial7

world demonstrated the staggering effect of the average income worldwide[4, 5, 6]. From8

the original Malthusian literature,”The perpetual tendency in the race of man to increase9

beyond the means of subsistence is one of the general laws of animated nature which we10

can have no reason to expect will change.”, the tendency to ”increase beyond the means11

of subsistence” is an axiom of the Malthusian Trap mechanism. The the tendency to ”in-12

crease beyond the means of subsistence” can also be understand as increase the birth rate13

as high as possible. On the other hand, the birth rate is observed to be decreasing dras-14

tically in modern society[7, 8, 9]. The Demographic transition theory[10, 11] demonstrate15

this transition from high-birth-high-death to low-birth-low-death over economical develop-16

ment. This paper developed a comprehensive mathematical model that tries explain the17

high-birth tendency and the transition from high-birth-high-death states to low-birth-low-18

death states. In the model, 3 fundamental elimination processes are demonstrated. 1) The19

High-Birth-Elimination explains the tendency to increasing birth rate; 2) the Low-Average-20

Elimination forces decreasing living condition; and 3) the High-Quota-Elimination based on21

extra resource force gain access to extra resources for creatures or economical developments22

for human being. The elimination process demonstrated two drastically different situation.23

Under Malthusian trap, the average income decreased as low as possible while birth rate24

is pushed as high as possible. Out of Malthusian trap, the average income growth rate is25

pushed high by decreasing birth rate. The model draws a necessary and sufficient condition26

between the Malthusian trap and the elimination processes, thus explained the transition27

from high-birth-high-death to low-birth-low-death based on escaping Malthusian trap.28

1 Introduction29

In his book A Farewell to Alms: A Brief Economic History of the World [2], CLACK demon-30

strated how birth rate and death rate balance based on average income. However, the book31

did not explain why people cannot choose to decrease birth rate to increase living standard.32

In his book, CLACK explained that decreasing birth rate will increase average income, which33

intuitively suggest that decreasing birth rate is the rational option[12]. However, the rational34

option was not taken. From the original Malthusian literature[1], the answer to the question35

is”The perpetual tendency in the race of man to increase beyond the means of subsistence is36
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one of the general laws of animated nature which we can have no reason to expect will change.”37

and the tendency to ”increase beyond the means of subsistence” is a fundamental axiom for the38

Malthusian trap to function, which is a stronger assumption than the rational choice assumption.39

This paper provides a comprehensive mathematical model that explain such tendency and the40

whole Malthusian mechanism. The model is based on the definition of average income and the41

following 6 assumptions:42

1. Creature need resource to reproduce.43

2. With unlimited resource, creature can only reproduce as much.44

3. The more resource, the more offspring reproduce.45

4. All creature eventually die.46

5. Creature need resource to survive.47

6. The more resource, the less creature die.48

Based on the production growth rate, the model predict two states of complete different behavior.49

The under Malthusian trap state, happens when there is NOT enough production growth, is the50

situation where 3 fundamental elimination principles DO function thus have high-birth-high-51

death balance and staggered low average income. The out-of Malthusian trap state, happens52

when there IS enough production growth rate, is the situation where 3 fundamental elimination53

principles do NOT function and thus have increasing average income and incentive to decrease54

birth rate.55

The 3 fundamental elimination principles cause the following effect:56

1. Creature gain as much resource as possible.57

2. Creature exhaust their resource to reproduce.58

3. Creature maximize reproduction efficiency by achieve birth-death balance at as low average59

income as possible.60

Based on the model, the process of transition from under Malthusian trap state to out-of Malthu-61

sian trap state coincides with the demographic transition theory.62

2 Basic Relation Between Resource and Population63

Start with the basic definition of average income.64

A =
P

N
(1)

Where in eq1 P is the total production of resource, N is the population of some creature and A65

is the average amount of resource for every individual or average income. Take time derivative66

of eq1 and apply the standard dot notation for time derivative dA/dt = Ȧ and simplify.67

Ȧ

A
=

Ṗ

P
−

Ṅ

N
(2)
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In eq2, further define the population N as sum of three function: an constant initial population68

N0, the population that born Nb = Nb(t) and the population that died Nd = Nd(t) over the69

period of time t.70

N = N0 +Nb −Nd (3)

Ṅ = Ṅb − Ṅd (4)

Substitute eq4 into eq271

Ȧ

A
=

Ṗ

P
−

Ṅb

N
+

Ṅd

N
(5)

Take the simplification Ȧ/A = a, Ṗ /P = p, Ṅ/N = r, Ṅb/N = b and Ṅd/N = d and substitute72

into eq573

p− a = b− d = r (6)

In eq 6, p is the percentage economic growth rate or percentage production growth rate; a is the74

average income percentage growth rate; r is the population percentage growth rate; b and d are75

percentage birth and death rate.[13]76

2.1 r and R0 from death and birth rate77

Based on the death function, the average life span of a population can be calculated as N/Ṅd.78

The average life span is the average time takes for a population to replace every individual.79

L =
N

Ṅd

=
1

d
(7)

From the average life span, reproduction rate R0 can be calculated as80

R0 = erL = e
p−a
d ≈ 1 +

p− a

d
(8)

R0 = e
b
d
−1 ≈

b

d
(9)

The population is under equilibrium when R0 = 1, r = 0 and b = d. The population is growing81

when R0 > 1, r > 0 and b > d. The population is decreasing when R0 < 1, r < 0 and b < d.82

2.2 A differential equation system describe average income and popu-83

lation for multiple phenotypes84

In eq6, every term is a percentage change rate. A relation of percentage change rate between85

population r, resource production/gathering p and average resource a is obtained. Define kth86

phenotype as sub-population with different death and birth rate function bk = bk(A), dk = dk(A)87

that are only dependent on the average income A. With this definition of phenotype, the time88

dependence of the death and birth rate function is treated as 1)introduction of new phenotypes89
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and 2) changes in population proportion of phenotypes. Suppose the population consist of l90

competing phenotypes and all phenotype shares same average income and resource production.91

p− a =

l∑
k=1

nk(bk − dk) =

l∑
k=1

nkrk (10)

Where nk = Nk/N gives the proportion of kth phenotype, Σnk = 1. Nk gives the population92

of kth phenotype and N = ΣNk is the total population. bk = ˙Nbk/Nk, dk = ˙Ndk/Nk and93

rk = Ṅk/Nk are the percentage birth, death and population change rate for kth phenotype.94

b = Σnkbk, d = Σnkdk and r = Σnkrk are the percentage birth, death and population change95

rate for the whole population.96

Calculate the time derivative of kth phenotype’s proportion in the whole population.97

ṅk = rk − r (11)

In eq10 bk and dk only depends on average resource A, bk = bk(A) and dk = dk(A). The resource98

production function depend on time and population p = p(N1 . . . Nk, t). If the function bk(A),99

dK(A) and p(N1 . . . Nk, t) are specified, the population and average resource development will100

be fully described by the following system of differential equations.101

1

A

dA

dt
= p(N1 . . . Nk, t)−

l∑
k=1

nk(bk(A)− dk(A))

1

Nk

dNk

dt
= bk(A)− dk(A)

dnk

dt
= bk(A)− dk(A)−

l∑
k=1

nk(bk(A)− dk(A))

1

N

dN

dt
=

l∑
k=1

nk(bk(A)− dk(A))

(12)

Though, it is hard to obtain exact bk(A)s, dK(A)s and p(N1 . . . Nk, t), by determine boundary102

and general trending of these functions, the general trending of the population and average103

income can be obtained.104

2.3 Elimination and inferior-growth105

The differential equation system in eq12 can be used to predict in general what phenotypes are106

eliminated. For any phenotype, if eq12 predicts107

limt→∞Nk = 0 (13)

then, kth phenotype is eliminated.108

One important feature is the differentiation of elimination process and inferior-growth process.109

Elimnation110

Phenotype k is eliminated if limt→∞Nk = 0111

Inferior-growth112

Phenotype k have an inferior-growth if limt→∞nk = 0113
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Based on the definition of elimination and inferior-growth:114

1. A phenotype is eliminated if rk < 0115

2. A phenotype is inferior growth if rk < r116

In both case, the phenotype’s population proportion goes to nk → 0. The inferior-growth is a117

necessary condition for elimination while elimination is sufficient condition for inferior growth.118

When a phenotype is eliminated the phenotype will disappear overtime, on the other hand when119

a phenotype is inferior-growth, the phenotype does not disappear. In case of inferior-growth120

the phenotype’s proportion in the whole population drop to 0, but there still is a substantial121

population of the phenotype existing. In case of elimination, the population of the phenotype122

drops to 0.123

2.4 Birth rate and death rate balancing mechanism for single pheno-124

type under limited resource125

Before dive into the elimination mechanism, first demonstrate the birth rate and death death126

rate balancing mechanism for single phenotype under fixed production P .127

Substitute the function of birth rate b(A) and death rate d(A) into eq 6, then the average income128

exponential change rate a(A) can be solved based on function of production exponential change129

rate p. At the same time, the population change rate r can be directly solved from b and d. A130

differential equation system complete describe the population and average income based on birth131

rate b, death rate d and production change rate p is obtained.132

1

A

dA

dt
= p(t)− b(A) + d(A) (14)

1

N

dN

dt
= b(A)− d(A) (15)

Put the 6 assumptions of birth rate and death rate in mathematical formal way.133

In term of percentage birth rate b:134

1. There exist a no-birth-average-income Ab=0 such that when the average income A is less135

than the no-birth-average-income A < Ab=0, the birth rate is b = 0136

2. There is a upper bound on the birth rate bmax > 0 such that when the average income137

reaches infinity, the birth rate approaches bmax. (b → bmax as A → ∞)138

3. The birth b is a monotonic increasing function of average income A.139

In term of percentage death rate d:140

1. There exist a all-death-average-income Ad=∞ such that when the average income A is less141

than the all-death-average-income A < Ad=∞, the death rate is d = ∞142

2. There is a lower bound on the death rate dmin > 0 such that when the average income143

reaches infinity, the death rate approaches dmin. (d → dmin as A → ∞)144

3. The death b is a monotonic decreasing function of average income A.145

From the monotonicity assumption and the boundary of the death and birth rate, the ranges of146

birth and death rates are d in (dmin,∞) and b in [0, bmax). Because of basic elimination principle147

from eq13, all phenotype with bmax ≤ dmin, will be eliminated.148
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A
d=

A
b=0

A
c

0

d
min

b=d

b
max

100%
Death Rate
Birth rate

Figure 1: The birth and death plot. The bmax,dmin,Ab=0 and Ad=∞ are all marked. When the
average income A is large enough, d ≈ dmin, b ≈ bmax and r ≈ bmax − dmin = rmax. When
A = AC , b = d.

Look at the p = 0 situation, the differential equation becomes149

1

A

dA

dt
= −

1

N

dN

dt
= b(A)− d(A) (16)

(17)

Figure 1 shows a plot the death and birth rate based on these assumptions. Only when the average150

income A is larger than all-death-average-income and no-birth-average-income A > Ad=∞, Ab=0,151

the population survive and give birth. Because the monotonicity of the birth and death rate and152

the fact that dmin < bmax, there exist one and one only critical average income AC such that153

at AC , b = d. If the production exponential change rate p = 0, the average income exponential154

change rate a = 0 at AC . Based on the figure 1 at p = 0, when A > AC , a < 0; when155

A < AC ,a > 0. In other word, A − AC and a have opposing sign, a = 0 at A = AC , which156

indicate that A approach AC over time and reaches equilibrium at A = AC .157

Start with most simple differential equation with A approach AC , the famous logistic equation[14]158

that describe population can be obtained.159

Ȧ = k(AC −A) (18)

Eq 18 gives the property of A approach AC and reach equilibrium at AC and k is a constant.160

Substitute eq 18 and p = 0 into eq 5.161

k(AC −A)

A
= −

Ṅ

N
(19)

Substitute A = P/N into eq 19162

k(
ACN

P
− 1) = −

Ṅ

N
(20)
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With a fixed resource production P , the carrying-capacity K would be given by K = P/AC , by163

substitute the carrying-capacity into eq 20, the standard logistic equation is obtained.164

Ṅ = kN(1−
N

K
) (21)

3 Fundamental Elimination Mechanism165

Even though eq12 assumed time independency on bk and dk, time dependency of bk and dk can166

always be treated as introduction of new phenotypes or in other word mutations. Based on the167

definition of elimination and general assumption of the birth and death rate bks and dks, rules168

of elimination can be determined. With these rule of eliminations, one can predict what new169

phenotype will eliminated old phenotypes. Such a prediction will determined a general direction170

of evolution.171

By assuming p = 0, three general elimination mechanism is demonstrated.172

3.1 Higher birth rate elimination(HBE) mechanism173

A simple elimination mechanism can be formed with two assumptions: 1) the total population174

stay constant, 2) all different phenotypes share the same percentage death rate. Consider the175

simple 2 phenotype case, because the total population is fixed, the total death rate and birth is176

under equilibrium b = d. The two phenotypes have different birth rate b1 and b2 but have the177

same death rate d. The birth rate of the whole population is178

b = n1b1 + n2b2 = d (22)

Since the death rates of both phenotype are the same as the full population’s death rate d =179

d1 = d2, the exponential growth rate for the population of two phenotype is given by180

r1 = b1 − d = b1 − (n1b1 + n2b2) = n2(b1 − b2)

r2 = b2 − d = b2 − (n1b1 + n2b2) = n1(b2 − b1)
(23)

From eq23, the term n1 and n2 are always positive; the b1− b2 and b2− b1 always have the same181

value and opposing sign. So, the exponential growth rate of the two phenotype are always one182

positive and one negative, where the positive phenotype have greater birth rate and the negative183

phenotype have lesser birth rate. Eq23 reviewed the High-Birth-Elimination (HBE) mechanism,184

where phenotype with greater birth rate will eliminate phenotype with lesser birth. Extending185

to more than two phenotypes, the phenotype with highest birth rate will eliminate all other186

phenotypes.187

From eq23, a series of differential equation of the proportion of phenotypes in the full population188

can be derived. Then, an estimation of the time scale of elimination can be calculated. From189

the definition of the proportion n1 and n2 and the fact that total population N stay constant,190

r1 = ṅ1/n1 and r2 = ṅ2/n2 can be derived. Substitute into eq 23.191

ṅ1 = n1n2(b1 − b2)

ṅ2 = n1n2(b2 − b1)
(24)
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Solve the differential equation system.192

n1f (1− n1i)

n1i(1− n1f )
=

n1fn2i

n1in2f
= e(b1−b2)(tf−ti) (25)

n2f (1− n2i)

n2i(1− n2f )
=

n2fn1i

n2in1f
= e(b2−b1)(tf−ti) (26)

Substitute initial proportion of (99%,1%) and final proportion (1%,99%), obtain the relation193

between the birth rate difference ∆b = |b1 − b2| and the time takes T .194

9.19

∆b [%/year]
= T [years] (27)

From eq27, two phenotypes with 1% birth rate difference takes 919 years for the population195

proportion to change from 99% to 1% and 1% to 99%; 2% takes 459.5 years; 0.1% takes 9190196

years. Based on the estimation, the time scale for HBE works on the time scale of hundreds197

years to tens of thousands of years.198

The HBE pushed up both birth and death rate with the same population, it does not change the199

population size but increase the population’s turnover rate. For any phenotype, with unlimited200

resource supply, there is a maximum average life span Lmax, which only depends of the physiology201

of the phenotype. Based on eq7, the minimum death rate of a phenotype is dmin = 1/Lmax. The202

HBE pushed up the death rate d, thus decreased the average life span L. So, the HBE suppresses203

the life span of a population.204

Define the accumulated-population NAcc as follow:205

NAcc(t) = Nb(t+ Lmax) =

∫ t+Lmax

t

N(t′)b(t′)dt′ (28)

The accumulated-population gives all individual born over the period of maximum life span.206

If we have a population at equilibrium, N and b = d are constant, the integral simplifies to207

NAcc = NbLmax. The ratio N/NAcc give the208

N

NAcc

=
dmin

d
=

L

Lmax

(29)

When every individual live to their maximum life span Lmax the ratio N/NAcc = 1. Table 1209

demonstrated the effect of the HBE. The HBE pushes birth and death rates to extreme, the210

average life span is suppressed and accumulated population is pushed to extreme, while the211

population stays constant.212

Under population limitation (r = 0, R0 = 1), any phenotype have b = d. However, when pheno-213

types are competing, the phenotype with greatest birth rate bgreater will eliminate phenotypes214

with lesser birth rate blesser. The HBE pushes the population to a high-birth-high-death situation215

and eliminate the low-birth-low-death phenotypes. The historical data of number of children per216

women[15, 16] generally does not reveal life the difference between accumulated population and217

the instantaneous population at given time. Since R0 = 1 when the instantaneous population218

stays constant, overall number of children per women should stay constant at exact 2.1. With a219

fixed population R0 = 1, the HBE still continuous pushes the birth rate to as high as possible.220
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Table 1: How high birth rate affect the life span and accumulated population

1 million population with 100 years maximum life span

birth/death rate accumulated population average life span
1% 1 million 100
2% 2 million 50
3% 3 million 33
4% 4 million 25
5% 5 million 20

Which results in pushing up the accumulated population as high as possible or push the turn221

over rate as high as possible.222

The HBE is the reason for the ”increase beyond the means of subsistence” tendency and the223

reason why there is no choice in lower birth rate to increase living standard. Choosing lower224

birth rate leads to elimination.225

3.2 Lower average elimination mechanism226

The HBE reviews some aspect of the direction of evolution, however there is a fundamental flaw227

with the logic. A hidden assumption in the logic is that the death rate does not affect birth rate.228

Because of the hidden assumption, the HBE pushes birth rate to infinity. By relating the average229

income (in term of resource or monetary currency) to the birth and death rate (bk = bk(A) and230

dk = dk(A)), the birth rate is limited by the death rate. A more sophisticated elimination231

mechanism based on average income is obtained.232

Suppose there are two different phenotype with different death and birth functions. Continue233

with the n1 and n2 notation from eq 22. n1 = N1/N and n2 = N2/N are proportion of the234

two phenotype in the whole population. N1 + N2 = N gives the total population of the two235

phenotypes. The overall death and birth rate are given by236

b = b1n1 + b2n2 (30)

d = d1n1 + d2n2 (31)

Substitute into eq 6237

a = p− n1(b1 − d1)− n2(b2 − d2) (32)

a = p− n1r1 − n2r2 (33)

238

Figure 2 shows the situation with two phenotype. The two phenotype have two different critical239

average income AC1 and AC2 with AC1 > AC2. For constant total production P and p = 0,240

a = −n1r1 − n2r2. The population of two phenotypes and the average changes according the241

following trend:242

1. When A < AC2 < AC1, r1, r2 < 0 and a > 0. Both phenotype’s population decrease while243

the average income increase.244

2. When A > AC1 > AC2, r1, r2 > 0 and a < 0. Both phenotype’s population increase while245

the average income decrease246
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A
c2

A
c1

0

100%
Phenotype1
Phenotype2

Figure 2: With two phenotypes, and AC1 > AC2, when A < AC2, both phenotype population
decrease. When A > AC1, both phenotype population increase. When AC2 < A < AC1, the
population of phenotype 2 increase while the population of phenotype 1 decrease. Eventually,
the system will reach the n1 = 0,n2 = 1 and A = AC2 and phenotype 1 got eliminated.

3. When AC2 < A < AC1, r1 < 0 and r2 > 0, the sign of a will be dependent on the247

population proportion n1 and n2. So the trend of income change is undetermined, but the248

population of phenotype 1 increases while the population of phenotype 2 decreases.249

4. At A = AC1, r1 = 0, r2 > 0. Based on eq 2 ,unless n2 = 0, a < 0. Unless phenotype 2 have250

0 population ratio, the average income decrease and enter the AC2 < A < AC1 region. The251

population of phenotype 2 is increasing while population of phenotype 1 stays same.252

5. At A = AC2, r2 = 0, r1 < 0. For average income change rate a, a > 0 when n2 > 0 and253

a = 0 when n2 = 0. If phenotype 1 have 0 population, average income reaches equilibrium.254

If there is a non-zero population for phenotype 1, the average income will increase and enter255

the A = AC2, while population of phenotype 2 stays same and population of phenotype 1256

decrease.257

Base on the analysis of the trend of A’s and N ’s dependency and on A, n1 and n2, for any initial258

Ai, n1i, n2i, A first enter the region [A1, A2] if A does not start in the region and then approaches259

AC2. The population N approaches Ne = P/AC2. The population proportion n1, n2 approach260

n2 = 1 and n1 = 0. The population of two phenotype approach N2 = Ne and N1 = 0. The trend261

indicate that phenotype 1 will be eliminated because of the higher critical average income.262

The analysis demonstrated the lower-average-elimination-mechanism(LAE). This mechanism263

predicts that with two competing phenotype, the phenotype with lower critical average income264

AClower will eliminate the phenotype with greater critical average income ACgreater. Contradict265

to the instinct of economics prediction that the system always develop toward higher average266

income, the LAE will push the average income lower. Whenever a now phenotype with lower267

AClower appear, it will eliminate phenotypes with higher ACgreater.268
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A
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0

100%
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Phenotype2

Figure 3: Because of the monotonicity of the death curve, with the same death curve, lower AC

always have higher birth rate.

With the LAE, the HBE can be re-examined. Since the mechanism of LAE does not require269

a constant population size, only keep the assumption of 2 phenotypes share the same death270

function. Figure3 shows how HBE function under LAE. When the two phenotypes share the271

same death rate curve, the lower AC always have higher birth rate, because of the monotonicity272

of the death rate curve. If the birth rate curve is considered to be the maximum birth rate of a273

phenotype at certain average income level A, the HBE predict that the phenotype exhaust their274

resource to reproduce. The HBE eliminate all other that does not exhaust all their resource to275

reproduce.276

Based on the analysis, it is important to identify that the birth function in the analysis is the277

physiological limits based on average income rather than actual birth rate based on individuals’278

choice. The choice of not exhaust their resource and given birth to less off spring will eliminated279

the individuals who made such choice. Only the individuals exhaust their resource will survive.280

Thus, the birth function under the analysis is independent of personal choice and only depends281

on the physiological limits.282

If the average income can be equate with living standards, the LAE indicate a constant trend283

in decreasing the living standards. The LAE will push the living standard or living conditions284

of any creature as low as possible in exchange of producing as much off-spring as possible. The285

LAE is the a different way of understanding the Malthusian trap. The average income staggering286

effect of Malthusian trap is caused by the LAE. Since the LAE is pushing the average income as287

low as possible.288
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3.3 High Quota Elimination based on gain access to extra resource289

Until this point, the elimination does not consider phenotypes’ difference in ability of resource290

production and distribution. Suppose there are two phenotypes with the total production func-291

tion P = P1 + P12, where P12 is the part of resource accessed by both phenotype while P1 is292

only accessed by phenotype 1. So that the two phenotype 1 gain access to extra resource. The293

average income for two phenotypes are:294

A1 = P12/N + P1/N1

A2 = P12/N
(34)

Suppose the two phenotypes have the same death and birth function, b1 = b2, d1 = d2 and295

AC1 = AC2
= AC . At A2 = AC , A1 > AC , r1 > 0 and r2 = 0. Based on eq 34, with296

all proportion n1 and n2, there is always A1 > A2. When phenotype 2 reaches the critical297

average income AC , phenotype 1 population is still growing. As the population growing, the298

average income of the two phenotypes enter the region A2 < AC , A1 > AC , r1 > 0 and r2 < 0,299

until eventually a new balance reached at A2 < AC , A1 = AC , r1 = 0 and r2 < 0. Over the300

whole process, the population growth rate of phenotype 2 is always negative, so phenotype 2 is301

eliminated.302

In case the two phenotype have different AC1 and AC2, if AC1 > AC2, phenotype 2 is eliminate303

because both LAE and HQE will cause its elimination. In case of AC1 < AC2, two phenotypes304

will co-exist at305

N =
P12

AC2
(35)

N1 =
P1

AC1 −AC2
(36)

N2 =
P12AC1 − P12AC2 − P1AC2

AC1AC2 −A2
C2

(37)

n1 =
P1

P12

AC2

AC1 −AC2
(38)

n2 =
P12AC1 − P12AC2 − P1AC2

P12AC1 − P12AC2
(39)

The High Quota elimination (HQE) based on gain access to extra resource is demonstrated. The306

mechanism gives a elimination based incentive to develop new technology, explore new resource307

and develop ability to access new resource. The specific mechanism eliminated based on higher308

average income and drive the higher average income with exclusive new resources.309

There could be other process that exclusively increase average income of one phenotype and310

cause elimination. To simplify the process, consider a initial state of a balanced population,311

where p = 0, a = 0, b = d, A = AC and N = P/AC . Suppose then a small population mutated312

from the initial state and gain some mechanism to increase their average income, but have the313

same death and birth function, thus the same critical average income AC . Suppose phenotype 1314

is the mutated phenotype and phenotype 2 is the original phenotype. Because of the mutation,315

the average income of the two phenotypes are316

A1 ≥ AC (40)

A2 ≤ AC (41)
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Because of the difference in average income A, phenotype 1 have a growing population while317

phenotype 2 have a decreasing population. Based on the mechanism of introducing such average318

income difference, the dependence of the two phenotypes average income Ak on the population319

proportion n1 and n2 have to be decided case by case. Based on the mechanism, there will be320

case such that A1(n1, n2) = A2(n1, n2) = AC at a specific population proportion n1 and n2. In321

such case, mutated phenotype will co-exist with the old phenotype at the specific population322

proportion n1 and n2. There will also be cause such that A1 ≥ AC and A2 ≤ AC with all323

possible population proportion n1 and n2. In such case, the mutated phenotype will eliminated324

the original phenotype. This process is the High Quota Elimination (HQE).325

The HQE does not limit phenotypes to have the same death and birth function. In case of326

phenotypes with different death and birth functions, thus different ACk. Based on the different327

mechanism causing the average income difference for the phenotypes, phenotypes with Ak≥ ACk328

at specific combination of nks will co-exist while phenotype with Ak≤ ACk for all combination329

of nks will get eliminated.330

The eliminate caused by extra resource indicated that progress in production will cause elimi-331

nation. If gain access to extra resource indicate advance in technology, the HQE demonstrated332

that technology advance will cause elimination. The HQE based on extra resource indicated that333

creatures will maximize resource production. The co-existence of the two phenotype indicate that334

HQE compete with LAE while HBE is consistent with LAE.335

3.4 The direction of evolution and their consequences336

Combine all three elimination mechanisms, three general direction of evolution can be derived.337

1. Every creature evolve towards gathering or producing as much resource as possible.338

2. Every creature evolve towards exhaust all resources in producing offsprings.339

3. Every creature evolve towards increasing reproduction efficiency by achieve birth-death340

balance at as low average income as possible341

With the overall direction of evolution, the elimination process imposed harsh consequences.342

With HBE, the life span of population are suppress to barely have birth-death balance. The343

population turn-over rate is pushed to extremely higher, so creature dies at relative young age344

compare to their potential life span. The living condition or average income is pushed as low345

as possible. On the other hand, the HQE provide an evolutionary advantage in increasing346

production. Developing economy or increasing resource production is not only an economical347

incentive but also an evolutionary advantage.348

4 Malthusian trap and the economic growth349

Until this point, all analysis are based on constant production p = 0. What would happen if350

p > 0? Malthusian trap describes a situation where income is staggered because economical351

growth is lower than population growth. Consider situation with economic growth rate p > 0.352

Assume the HQE based on production increase is always in action and is the reason for positive353

production production growth rate p.354
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4.1 Malthusian Trap and escaping the Trap355

First, define a maximum population growth rate rmax = bmax − dmin. If p > rmax, p > r all the356

time. From eq 6, a > 0 when p > rmax, the average income is always increasing, which mean357

elimination processes based on decreasing average income all shut off. Since the Malthusian trap358

describes a situation with staggered average income, Malthusian trap describe the situations359

where 0 < p < rmax.
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Figure 4: When 0 < p < rmax, the average income reaches equilibrium at equilibrium average
income Ae, where Ae > AC . At A = Ae, p = r and a = 0. The production growth rate p
provided a ”buffer zone”, phenotypes with ACk < Ae will be inferior-growth but not eliminated.

360

Figure 4 showed the situation with 0 < p < rmax. Define the equilibrium average income Ae361

such that at Ae, r = p. When A > Ae, r > p and a = p − r < 0 the average income decrease.362

When A < Ae, r < p and a = p − r > 0 the average income increase. When A = Ae, r = p363

and a = r − p = 0 the average income stays constant. When 0 < p < rmax, the average income364

approaches equilibrium average income A = Ae overtime instead of the critical average income365

AC , while the population increase at a rate r = p.366

In case of multiple phenotype, the average income will approach phenotype with lowest equilib-367

rium average income Aek. The phenotype, that have lowest equilibrium average income Aemin,368

have the population growth rate r = p. Phenotypes with critical average income ACk > Aemin369

will be eliminated, as they have rk < 0. Phenotypes with ACk < Aemin will be inferior-growth,370

as they have rk ≤ p. In any case, the population proportion for the phenotype with lowest371

equilibrium average income Aemin will dominate nemin → 1.372

Over all, when the production growth rate is constant in the range 0 < p < rmax, the average373

income approach A = Aemin, the population growth rate approaches r = p, the proportion374
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of the phenotype with minimum equilibrium average income approaches 1, the proportion of375

phenotype with their critical average income ACk < Aemin approaches 0 but still have a growing376

population, the proportion of phenotype with their critical average income ACk > Aemin have377

their population approaches 0 thus get eliminated. The LAE still works with a production378

growth rate 0 < p < rmax. Rather than suppress the critical average income AC , when there is a379

production growth rate 0 < p < rmax, the mechanism suppresses equilibrium average income Ae.380

Thus, the HBE still functions with 0 < p < rmax, except when phenotypes’ birth rate difference381

∆b < p, phenotype with lower birth rate blow will not be eliminated but have inferior-growth.382

As for HQE, since the LAE is functioning, the average is suppressed at Ae, difference in average383

income Ak would cause growth rate difference and thus cause inferior-growth or elimination.384

When the economical growth rate is not high enough 0 < p << rmax, increasing economical385

growth rate p will not start growth in average income, but rather increase the equilibrium average386

income Ae, but still have a staggered average income.387

Based on the analysis of the elimination process, the two major feature of the Malthusian trap388

(high-birth-high-death balance and staggering average income) are caused by elimination process389

rather than economical incentives. The HBE and LAE are forcing high-birth-high-death balance390

and average income staggering. The HQE provides an elimination based incentive to develop391

the economy or gain access to new resource. Based on the mechanism for HBE and LAE, the392

p << rmax is necessary and sufficient condition for the HBE and LAE to function.393

4.2 Out-of Malthusian Trap394

Apparently the escaping the trap happens when p > rmax. From Figure 4, as p → rmax, Ae → ∞.395

When p > rmax, there is no equilibrium average income as the average income is increasing.396

All elimination processes based on average income decrease (HBE and LAE) are shut off with397

p > rmax as there will be no average income decrease. The HQE is shut off after the average398

income A is high enough so that difference in population growth rate r(A) is negligible. As399

average income increase, the death rate will continue to decrease and eventually reach d = dmin.400

The life span of population reaches the maximum life span Lmax, ideally every one dies because401

aging. The accumulated population Nacc = N at any given time will be the same a population,402

as everyone live to their maximum life span. In term of the birth rate b, personal choice on birth403

become the dominant factor in this regime. Since HBE no longer functions, individuals’ choice in404

how much off spring they produce will no longer cause elimination. Thus, economical incentives405

start play major role in reproducing.406

From eq6, when p > rmax, the average income is constantly increasing. It is clear from eq6 that407

increasing in economical growth rate p will cause increasing in a; and decreasing in birth rate b408

will cause increasing in a. Decreasing birth rate increases living standards. On the other hand,409

since the average income is always increasing, the HBE no longer function. In case out of the410

Malthusian trap, decreasing birth rate will no longer cause elimination. So, with p > rmax, the411

HBE no longer force high birth rate, at the same time because average income start increasing,412

there is incentive to decrease birth rate.413

With p > rmax the HBE is shut off, the trend of decreasing birth rate b start to dominate.414

The the elimination process only requires that eventually b ≥ dmin, so that phenotypes are not415

self-eliminated. There is not even a process that maintains a high population size. Eventually,416

the population change rate and average income change rate will balance at417

a = p, b = dmin (42)
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Where the average income change rate will be exactly the production growth rate and the birth418

will match the minimum death rate and the population will eventually balance at some level with419

mechanism independent of average income variance. The population level will be fully decided420

by economical mechanisms where the population size is related to the process of maximizing421

economical growth.422

Compare the the population trend under Malthusian trap and out of Malthusian trap, the rmax423

function as a ’phase-changing’ point. With p < rmax, the elimination process are functioning.424

There is an elimination based ”feed-back-loop” in increasing birth rate and decreasing average425

income. Thus, causing the population to grow as fast as possible and decrease the living standard426

as low as possible. With p > rmax the average income is increasing, the elimination mechanisms427

are shut off. As the average income start to growing, there is an economical incentive based428

”feed-back-loop” in decreasing birth rate and increasing average income. The two situation will429

demonstrate great difference in average income and birth rate.430

Even with positive economical growth 0 < p << rmax, the population could be still under431

Malthusian trap and have staggered extreme low average income and very high birth and death432

rate. Not until the economical growth rate is high enough p > rmax and out-of-trap ”feed-433

back-loop” start functioning, the average income will not start increasing. Once the out-of-trap434

”feed-back-loop” start functioning, the average income will start grow exponentially and life435

span will increase drastically. The ”phase-change” drastically changes the average income, living436

standard and even life quality of any population.437

4.3 Escaping the Malthusian Trap and the Demographic Transition438

Theory439

The Demographic Transition Theory (DTT)[10, 11] describes the birth rate and death rate440

change over the course of economy develop. The DTT describe 4 stage of death rate, birth rate441

change over economical development.442

1. Both death rate and birth rate are high, the population stays low.443

2. Birth rate stays the same while death rate start to drop, population start to increase.444

3. Birth rate drops with death rate, population increasing rate slows.445

4. Both birth rate and death rate drop to lower level, population increase stops.446

The four stages of the DTT coincide with the transition from Malthusian trap equilibrium (0 <447

p < rmax) to out-of-trap equilibrium (p > rmax). Consider a process where the production448

growth rate p start with pi = 0 and increase toward a value higher than pf > rmax. Ignore the449

process of reaching equilibrium, only observe the development of the equilibrium average income450

Ae and related death and birth rates. The top two plots in figure 4 demonstrated the process of451

p increasing. Correspond to the four stages of DDT452

1. Both death rate and birth rate are high, the population stays low. p = 0, Ae = AC , the453

HBE pushed the birth-death balance to high birth high death mode.454

2. Death rate start to drop. p start increasing, however still in the 0 < p << rmax range,455

as p increase Ae increases. Living standard start to increasing, death rate drop as living456

standard increase.457
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3. Birth rate drops with death rate, population increasing rate slows. p > rmax is just458

achieved, the average income A is still at relative low level. The HBE is just turned off and459

the incentive in decreasing birth rate start to function. Death rate continue drop as living460

standard increasing.461

4. Both birth rate and death rate drop to lower level. p > rmax, the average income A reach a462

relative high level. The elimination processes are turned off for a relative long time. Death463

and birth rate balance again at b = dmin464

The four stage of the DTT stopped as birth rate b decreased to dmin. However, there is no465

mechanism stop the birth rate decrease further. Since with p > rmax, the population balancing466

mechanism is unknown, there could be two extra stage.467

5. Birth rate dropped below minimum death rate b < dmin, population start to drop.468

6. The population balanced at new level based on other economical mechanisms.469

5 Potential Future Studies470

There are many potential future studies based on this model and many potential studies to471

further improve the model. Here is a list of obvious potential studies related to the model.472

1. In case of escaping the Malthusian trap, p > rmax must achieve. Though, when p is close473

to rmax, the economical incentive in decreasing birth rate b could kick in before p > rmax.474

The exact ’phase change’ process at the p → rmax require more studies to fully understand475

the transition process.476

2. The only HQE mechanism analyzed in this paper is the HQE based on gain access to477

new resource. There are many other potential HQE mechanisms. Examine other HQE478

mechanisms could provide other co-existence situation and other evolutionary directions.479

3. Based on the HQE studies, a extra equation system that describe the wealth distribution480

could be formed. The whole model is based on average income, but does not include481

information on wealth distribution. A more sophisticated equation system that describe482

the dynamic of average income, population and income distribution will provide more483

insight on the whole system.484

4. The derivation of eq 12 fully based on the a single resource or production score P . What485

happen if there are multiple vital resource? If there are multiple vital resource, how do486

elimination work on different resources? A equation system that describe the dynamic487

of multiple resource average distribution and population could provide more co-existence488

conditions.489

5. A fundamental assumption about the system is that the death and birth rates functions490

does not have time dependency. What if there is local time dependency? Apparently, the491

death and birth rates functions of any creature have age dependency. How could such492

dependency be included into the equation system? What is the effect of such dependency?493
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6 Conclusion494

Based on simple definition of average income and population, a differential equation system495

of average income and population development over time is obtained. The input function for496

the differential equation system is death rate function dk(A), birth rate function dk(A) and497

production growth function p(N1 . . . Nk, t). Based on 6 assumption for the death and birth rates498

functions and the simplification p = 0, 3 different elimination process are obtained. The HBE499

provide a mechanism that maximize the birth rate. The LAE provide a mechanism that minimize500

average income. The HQE based on extra resource provide a mechanism that maximize the501

resource production. The brutal consequence of these elimination mechanism is demonstrated.502

HBE is suppressing average life span and increasing population turn over rate. LAE is suppressing503

living standard.504

Examine the situation p > 0, fundamental differences between the under Malthusian trap p <505

rmax and out of Malthusian trap p > rmax are demonstrated. Under Malthusian trap p < rmax,506

HBE and LAE are functioning, the trend of maximizing birth rate and minimizing average507

income dominates. The birth-death-balance at a high-birth-high-death situation, population is508

increasing as production increases while average income stays constant. A positive economical509

growth rate p > 0 will not cause average income growth, but only increase the average income a510

little bit. Out of Malthusian trap p > rmax provide a situation where average income is increasing,511

HBE and LAE are shut off. The economical incentive to decrease birth rate start functioning.512

The birth-death-balance balances at low-birth-low-death situation. The average increases as the513

production increase. The exact population size will be decided by other mechanism based on514

economical incentives.515

By studying the process of escaping the Malthusian trap, the model prediction coincide with the516

DTT. The 4 stages of the DTT exactly coincide with the situation where p = 0 → p > rmax.517

Then based on the model prediction of p > rmax regime, the mechanism of birth rate decrease518

and even population decrease for developed economical entities are explained.519
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